Primate Brain Anatomy: New Volumetric MRI Measurements for Neuroanatomical Studies
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Abstract
Since the publication of the primate brain volumetric data-set of Stephan and colleagues in the early 1980s, no major new comparative datasets covering multiple brain regions and a large number of primate species have become available. However, technological and other advances in the last two decades, particularly magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and the creation of institutions devoted to the collection and preservation of rare brain specimens, provide opportunities to rectify this situation. Here, we present a new dataset including brain region volumetric measurements of 39 species, including 20 species not previously available in the literature, with measurements of 16 brain areas. These volumes were extracted from MRI of 46 brains of 38 species from the Netherlands Institute of Neuroscience Primate Brain Bank, scanned at high resolution with a 9.4-T scanner, plus a further 7 donated MRI of 4 primate species. Partial measurements were made on an additional 8 brains of 5 species. We make the dataset and MRI scans available online in the hope that they will be of value to researchers conducting comparative studies of primate evolution.

Introduction
Comparative neuroanatomy has been used to address numerous evolutionary questions, from understanding the co-evolution of different brain areas to inferring the socio-ecological factors that have shaped brain evolution [Finlay and Darlington, 1995; Barton and Harvey, 2000; Finlay et al., 2001; Jerison, 2001; Dunbar and Shultz, 2007; Mars et al., 2014]. Much of this work has focussed on volumetric comparisons, although many other aspects of
neuroanatomy have been examined too [Herculano-Houzel et al., 2015; Mota and Herculano-Houzel, 2015]. While many comparative studies of brain enlargement focus on overall brain size, volumetric data on brain components is also vital, not least for establishing whether whole brain, network, or brain component measures provide better predictors for behavioural differences between species.

Brain anatomy in primates has been particularly extensively studied compared to most other vertebrate orders [although see, e.g., Baron et al., 1996], with numerous influential studies. However, volumetric data for specific brain areas is only available for a small percentage of the species belonging to the primate order [Reader and MacDonald, 2003; Mars et al., 2014]. The most complete dataset on primate brain anatomy, which included measures of a significant number of brain regions obtained from serial sections of primate brains, was published by Stephan and colleagues in the 1980s [Stephan et al., 1970, 1981, 1984, 1986, 1987; Frahm et al., 1984; Matano et al., 1985]. We henceforth refer to this as the “Stephan et al. dataset.” While it is an outstanding resource representing extensive and expert work, this dataset nonetheless has limitations [Powell et al., 2017]. In particular, only 44 species are covered, i.e., just 11% of known primate species [Wilson and Reeder, 2005]. Moreover, much of the data in this sample relies on just one or two individuals per species to provide measurements. For almost 25 years, the Stephan et al. dataset has been the largest source of brain component volumes for comparative analyses of primates, used in many studies of primate evolution, including very recent studies [e.g., Dunbar, 1998; Barton and Harvey, 2000; Finlay et al., 2001; Reader and Laland, 2002; Reader et al., 2011; Sandel et al., 2016].

This does not mean that no new primate data has become available over that period [Zilles et al., 2011; see Reader and MacDonald, 2003, for a compilation and discussion]. While many (perhaps most) publications on brain size have focused on macroscopic brain measures, such as overall brain mass [Clutton-Brock and Harvey, 1980; Harvey and Krebs, 1990; Pagel and Harvey, 1990] or endocranial volume [Isler et al., 2008; Smaers et al., 2012], in more specialized studies, especially those concerning research on brain functionality, measurements of specific brain component volumes of interest have been published [e.g., MacLeod et al., 2003; Bush and Allman, 2004; Sherwood et al., 2005; Smaers et al., 2010]. However, these studies rarely include species that were not already included in the Stephan et al. dataset, they tend to cover relatively few species, and differences in the methodology used to obtain the measures of the Stephan et al. dataset and these studies render the combination of both problematic. Nevertheless, these studies have made substantial contributions to the Stephan et al. dataset, particularly in the addition of data on multiple individuals for certain primate species, in particular the great apes. Such additions have led to, e.g., reassessment of the assumption that the ratio of the different brain components is constant between conspecifics and has contributed to a greater understanding of intraspecific variation in brain anatomy in primates [Bogart et al., 2014].

One reason why the Stephan et al. dataset has not been greatly extended is the problem of specimen accessibility. Studies applying brain-scanning methods to live primate specimens are of considerable value in simultaneously testing cognitive performance and identifying the brain areas related to specific actions or forms of cognition. However, access to live animals is limited to a low number of primate species, such as marmosets, capuchins, macaques, and great apes, and the availability of species for such studies is expected to become more limited, rather than to increase, in the future [Rilling, 2014]. There are also ethical and practical problems in scanning live individuals for brain volumetric measurement. In contrast, post-mortem material for a wide range of primate species, in particular non-model species, derived from animals reared in zoological gardens and research institutes, is being eagerly collected by specialized institutions. Access to these primate brain collections has recently been made available for brain researchers [Kaas and van Eden, 2011; Zilles et al., 2011].

Traditional processing techniques for neuroanatomy provide precise and high-quality information but typically render specimens unavailable for further and/or complementary studies. For instance, Stephan and colleagues obtained their measures from serial sections of primate brains [Stephan et al., 1981]. This technique is time consuming and demands adequate infrastructure investments, and, once an area has been stained, it typically cannot be stained differently. More recently, there has been a rise in brain measurement studies using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as the primary tool, which resolves some of the problems associated with more traditional approaches [Mars et al., 2014]. In particular, MRI-based techniques have the advantage of not being destructive. MRI methods allow the use of living animals as specimens, which is of particular interest to researchers studying functional anatomy, as well as the repeated use of post-mortem samples using different and innovative techniques without damaging the sample [Rilling, 2014].
Another advantage of MRI is a reduction in the time needed to collect the image data, although the time required to analyse and summarise data from the images remains high. Thus, the use of post-mortem MRI in studies of primate brain evolution offers considerable promise [Mars et al., 2014]. However, there are still some weaknesses to MRI scans. Images obtained from living animals, where the specimen is sedated for a short period of time while its brain is being scanned, typically have poorer image quality and resolution than post-mortem MRI, and the accurate removal of non-brain tissue from images may be challenging [Wang et al., 2014]. Post-mortem MRI have the advantage of a higher resolution, and hence are better suited for extracting volumes, although unlike in vivo MRI there are concerns about damage caused by brain extraction, distortions generated by different extraction methods, delays between death and preservation, and the length of preservation of the brain [Mars et al., 2014]. Additionally, while Stephan’s regions of interest could be delimited by changes in histological structure between regions, this fineness of detail cannot be applied to MRI, where the borders of an area can sometimes only be assessed by its position in relation to neighbouring structures. Nonetheless, these concerns are to some extent compensated by the greater reliability of analyses afforded by a larger sample of brains and could potentially be addressed in the future through statistical analyses.

Here, drawing on specimens from primate brain collections, we obtained high-resolution post-mortem MRI scans for a final sample of brain component volumes of 53 primate individuals from 39 primate species, 20 of which had never been detailed before in the literature. From these scans we extracted brain region volume data for 16 separate brain regions. This data is summarized in tabular form, both in this article and in the associated online databases, which also present the MRI scans themselves. We believe that the addition of these high-resolution MRI to the pool of primate brain anatomical volumes will be a valuable contribution for the field of comparative neuroanatomy.

Materials and Methods

The Primate Brain Bank

Specimens were loaned with permission from the Netherlands Institute of Neuroscience Primate Brain Bank (PBB; http://www.primatebrainbank.org/). At the time of this study the PBB contained 285 specimens of 48 species obtained from primates living in captivity donated by Dutch zoos and primate centres. No individuals are sacrificed for PBB brain issue. Instead, brains are collected from individuals that died from natural causes or that had to be humanely euthanized for reasons unrelated to the tissue collection. Thus the PBB allows brain tissue to be preserved that would otherwise go to waste. PBB preservation protocols consist of fixation, preferably by perfusion, with 4% buffered formaldehyde (followed by immersion in 4% buffered formaldehyde overnight if necessary), and storage at 4 °C in a buffered 15% sucrose solution. These conditions allow high-resolution post-mortem imaging. The main goal of the PBB is to facilitate research on primate behaviour and brain evolution [Kaas and van Eden, 2011].

Individual information made available by the PBB, depending on the specimen, included social and medical history, age, sex, post-mortem delay until brain fixation, and brain mass after fixation (online Suppl. Table S1; for online suppl. material, see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000488136). Our aims were to increase the number of primate species for which comparative brain component data were available and to increase the number of individuals per species measured. However, sample damage and availability meant that it was typically impossible to measure multiple individuals per species for this study. We prioritized the scanning of adult primate brains with minimal damage and minimal post-mortem delay. We chose species so as to have a sample that was taxonomically diverse, included species for which no published volumetric data was available [Stephan et al., 1981; Reader and MacDonald, 2003], and covered taxa of interest to researchers of cognitive evolution. If more than one specimen was available for a given species, we selected at least two individuals of different sex, if available.Brains were photographed and subjected to visual inspection prior to collection to account, if possible, for unnoticed damage or deterioration, and impaired specimens were not scanned.

Brain Scanning

Fifty-one PBB brains were imaged, i.e., 50 at the Neuroimaging Centre of Utrecht University and 1 (sample PB0111) at the F.C. Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging (Nijmegen, The Netherlands). Utrecht brain magnetic resonance imaging took place over two periods, i.e., February 2009 to July 2010 (approximately half of the samples imaged) and April 2012 to March 2013. For the scans conducted in Utrecht, brain specimens were transported from the PBB to the Center for Image Sciences at Utrecht University. Utrecht-imaged brains were prepared for imaging by a wash in sucrose solution and then placed inside an appropriately sized syringe and submerged in the zero MRI signal oil Fomblin (Solvay Specialty Polymers, Brussels, Belgium) to maintain the shape of the brain, to avoid the brains becoming compressed under their own weight, and to avoid air/tissue susceptibility MRI artefacts. Vacuum was used to extract air bubbles, which would have interfered with the imaging. Within the syringe, brains were supported in position with plastic rigid tubes. For Utrecht imaging, a Varian small-bore 9.4-T scanner (Varian NMR Instruments, Palo Alto, CA, USA) was used to obtain T1-weighted images. In total, each brain was scanned three times using different parameters for repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE). The first scan was exploratory, with a matrix of 512 × 128 × 128 voxels, a TE of 5 ms, a TR of 30 ms, and an α of 10°, and it was used to assess image quality and internal brain damage. Severely damaged brains were not scanned further. After the first scan, the brains were scanned two additional times using a matrix of 512 × 256 × 256 voxels, a TE of 5 ms, and an α of 10°. These scans only differed in TR (30 and 100
ms), with scan durations around 4.5 and 11 h, respectively. In the present study, the T1-weighted images taken with a TR of 100 ms, a TE of 5 ms, and an α of 10° were found to allow better discrimination of brain areas and they were used to obtain volumetric measures. Image resolution was proportional to the size of the brains, with voxel sizes ranging from 0.068 mm (Microcebus) to 0.37 mm (Pan). The PB0111 sample was imaged with a Siemens Magnetom Trio 3-T scanner, used to obtain T1-weighted images, with a TR of 2,500 ms, a TE of 2.6 ms, an α of 10°, a matrix of 256 × 256 × 256 voxels, and a voxel size of 0.7 mm.

MRI Scan Donations

C.C. Sherwood (George Washington University) provided MRI of 10 further primate brains (cachucins and great apes), which we measured to increase the number of species or the number of specimens per species in our sample (see online suppl. Table S1 for details). These images included post-mortem and in vivo MRI and varied in resolution. Because of this variability, we could not extract all volumes of interest from all samples and three samples were excluded from our main data compilation (Table 1; see online suppl. Table S1 for details).

Image Processing and Volume Extractions

Brain images were processed and measured by Ana Navarrete using the freeware MiPAV 7.0.1 (http://mipav.cit.nih.gov/) with a Wacom (Portland, OR, USA) PL-720 LCD tablet. Before delineating the regions of interest, all of the brain images were inspected for damage using the MiPAV tri-planar view. Most brains showed some kind of imperfection (see online suppl. Table S1 for details). These images included post-mortem and in vivo MRI and varied in resolution. Because of the variability, we could not extract all volumes of interest from all samples and three samples were excluded from our main data compilation (Table 1; see online suppl. Table S1 for details). These 5 brains were not included in our main data compilation (Table 1) or our analyses of measurement reliability.

Brains were realigned using the anterior and posterior commissures on the coronal axis (AC-PC axis) and the interhemispheric fissure and middle section of the medulla oblongata on the sagittal axis. Resolution for each axis was extracted for later calculations, file size was reduced by deleting blank slides in front of and behind the brain to facilitate processing. Longitudinal measures for height, width, and length were obtained. File size was reduced by deleting blank slides in front of and behind the brain to facilitate processing. Longitudinal measures for height, width, and length of the brain were extracted using the tri-planar view in MiPAV. The next step was to recognize the structures of interest visually (see below for details), and record the first slide, the last slide, and the number of slides where the given structure appears. Using this information, at least 20 equidistantly spaced slides were selected to be worked on. This number of slides is sufficient to determine the volume of any object without exceeding an error of 5% [Zilles et al., 1982]. For smaller structures (e.g., lateral geniculate nuclei; LGN), or for larger structures in low-resolution MRI which were only visible in less than 20 slides, all slides were processed. The inter-slide space (i.e., the number of slides between sampled slides multiplied by the resolution of the sagittal axis) was recorded, and each region of interest was manually delineated. Afterwards, the sum of areas of the region of interest was extracted using the MiPAV statistics window. Volumes were obtained using the Cavalieri formula [Zilles et al., 1982]:

\[
\text{Volume (mm}^3\text{)} = \text{sum of areas (mm}^2\text{)} \times \text{inter-slide space (mm)}.
\]

We measured the following 13 brain regions: hemispheres (right and left), corpus callosum, striatum (right and left), cuneate (right and left), hippocampus, right and left, isocortex (i.e., neocortex, right and left), diencephalon, thalamus, LGN (right and left), cerebellum, mesencephalon, pons, and medulla oblongata. Three additional brain volumes were calculated by summing constituent regions. Telencephalon volumes were obtained by adding the volumes of the hemispheres and the corpus callosum. Brainstem volumes were obtained by adding the volumes of the mesencephalon, the pons, and the medulla oblongata. The total brain volume was obtained by adding the volumes of the telencephalon, the diencephalon, the cerebellum, and the brainstem.

To delimitate our regions of interest, we used primate stereological atlases and multiple other sources as references [Stephan et al., 1981; Semendeferi et al., 1997, 2001, 2002; Paxinos et al., 1999; Rilling and Insel, 1999; Semendeferi and Damasio, 2000; Semendeferi et al., 2001; Matochik et al., 2004; Sherwood et al., 2004; Crick and Koch, 2005; Schoenemann et al., 2005; Loi et al., 2008; Palazzi and Bordier, 2008; Tammer et al., 2009; Frey et al., 2011; Hirokawa et al., 2011; Bauerfeind et al., 2013]. For the regions measured by Stephan et al. [1981], we followed their notes on which component parts to include, except where we measured these component parts individually. The definition of Stephan et al. [1981] of medulla oblongata included two regions, i.e., medulla oblongata and pons [Armstrong, 1985], that we measured individually. Stephan et al. [1981] noted that they measured only "pure" brain tissue, excluding ventricles, nerves, meninges, and other tissues. Working with MRI allowed us to exclude ventricles and meninges, but the image resolution and/or contrast was insufficient to distinguish nerves from brain tissue.

At the end of the data extraction from the MRI, the dataset included volumetric region measures of 46 brains from the PBB collection (omitting the 5 brains that were excluded from our main dataset; see above) and 7 donated brain scans (omitting the 3 brains that were excluded from our main dataset). In total, we were able to collect data from 53 brains belonging to 39 species, including 20 species with no previously published brain component measurements. Not all volumetric measurements could be collected in all brains, either because the specimen MRI resolution was too low to identify the volume of interest satisfactorily or because the structure was damaged.

The inter-observer reliability of volumetric measures was assessed by comparison with three independent observers. We compared our measurements with those of a subset of 18 brains detailed in two unpublished Master’s theses [de Viet, 2009; Todorov, 2010]. Additionally, we selected 5 brains (1 strepsirrhine, 2 platyrhines and 2 catarrhines) to be measured again by an independent observer, i.e., Murillo Pagnotta, using the same references, software, and technological tools. Due to difficulties in reliably identifying landmarks across species, we do not report measurements for the pre-frontal cortex, frontal lobes, the amygdala, the insula, or the hypothalamus. We calculated inter-observer reliability as the percent difference between the separate measurements of different observers [Sherwood et al., 2004]. Inter-observer reliability was satisfactory (0–17% mean variance) for most structures. Large
### Table 1. Mean brain component volumes for 39 primate species measured in the present study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Total brain</th>
<th>Telencephalon</th>
<th>Neocortex</th>
<th>Hippocampus</th>
<th>Striatum</th>
<th>Diencephalon</th>
<th>Cerebellum</th>
<th>Mesencephalon</th>
<th>Medulla</th>
<th>Pons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microcebus murinus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>1,696.29</td>
<td>1,036.36</td>
<td>763.02</td>
<td>70.31</td>
<td>63.74</td>
<td>174.61</td>
<td>257.44</td>
<td>94.87</td>
<td>125.08</td>
<td>7.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galago senegalensis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>3,574.89</td>
<td>2,341.69</td>
<td>1,674.90</td>
<td>145.81</td>
<td>135.52</td>
<td>287.01</td>
<td>578.05</td>
<td>143.78</td>
<td>199.11</td>
<td>25.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aotus lemurinus griseimembra</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>14,646.57</td>
<td>11,045.66</td>
<td>7,632.45</td>
<td>403.77</td>
<td>564.73</td>
<td>971.92</td>
<td>1,701.99</td>
<td>304.00</td>
<td>524.07</td>
<td>98.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aotus trivirgatus boliviensis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>16,920.08</td>
<td>13,091.83</td>
<td>9,675.47</td>
<td>434.08</td>
<td>631.77</td>
<td>1,122.09</td>
<td>1,623.46</td>
<td>320.79</td>
<td>630.78</td>
<td>131.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atelosternotheres boliviensis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>19,309.07</td>
<td>13,906.59</td>
<td>9,583.20</td>
<td>496.01</td>
<td>539.37</td>
<td>981.74</td>
<td>1,506.48</td>
<td>322.10</td>
<td>640.87</td>
<td>117.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cebus albifrons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>77,247.81</td>
<td>60,744.88</td>
<td>33,524.27</td>
<td>1,127.59</td>
<td>2,160.50</td>
<td>4,331.59</td>
<td>7,926.48</td>
<td>998.71</td>
<td>2,320.87</td>
<td>925.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lophocebus albigena</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>78,142.97</td>
<td>59,371.04</td>
<td>34,854.85</td>
<td>1,169.64</td>
<td>2,229.03</td>
<td>4,448.19</td>
<td>8,022.47</td>
<td>1,045.43</td>
<td>301.07</td>
<td>45.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaca arctoides</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>90,774.42</td>
<td>74,139.51</td>
<td>44,639.60</td>
<td>1,230.45</td>
<td>2,284.53</td>
<td>4,504.95</td>
<td>9,028.34</td>
<td>1,152.06</td>
<td>315.97</td>
<td>43.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaca fascicularis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>88,347.15</td>
<td>72,877.16</td>
<td>44,557.89</td>
<td>731.60</td>
<td>2,157.77</td>
<td>4,021.34</td>
<td>7,677.54</td>
<td>1,024.30</td>
<td>907.76</td>
<td>569.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papio hamadryas</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>168,266.30</td>
<td>139,593.78</td>
<td>85,309.20</td>
<td>1,513.50</td>
<td>4,566.84</td>
<td>7,643.95</td>
<td>14,639.32</td>
<td>1,580.78</td>
<td>3,505.81</td>
<td>3,026.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorilla gorilla</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>354,725.08</td>
<td>285,932.13</td>
<td>138,583.21</td>
<td>1,474.35</td>
<td>7,049.25</td>
<td>16,726.38</td>
<td>43,960.74</td>
<td>2,879.56</td>
<td>7,589.55</td>
<td>3,006.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorilla gorilla</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>342,243.52</td>
<td>281,380.47</td>
<td>180,844.97</td>
<td>1,829.57</td>
<td>6,831.21</td>
<td>16,636.19</td>
<td>60,476.48</td>
<td>2,689.30</td>
<td>7,726.00</td>
<td>3,335.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan paniscus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>325,918.11</td>
<td>257,896.80</td>
<td>158,461.10</td>
<td>2,387.77</td>
<td>8,186.92</td>
<td>13,966.56</td>
<td>45,660.06</td>
<td>2,090.34</td>
<td>4,770.64</td>
<td>1,508.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan troglodytes troglodytes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>340,398.0</td>
<td>286,357.86</td>
<td>180,844.97</td>
<td>1,829.57</td>
<td>6,831.21</td>
<td>16,636.19</td>
<td>60,476.48</td>
<td>2,689.30</td>
<td>7,726.00</td>
<td>3,335.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan troglodytes troglodytes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>378,464.79</td>
<td>328,839.04</td>
<td>180,844.97</td>
<td>1,829.57</td>
<td>6,831.21</td>
<td>16,636.19</td>
<td>60,476.48</td>
<td>2,689.30</td>
<td>7,726.00</td>
<td>3,335.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pongo pygmaeus</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>360,354.50</td>
<td>308,523.04</td>
<td>180,844.97</td>
<td>1,829.57</td>
<td>6,831.21</td>
<td>16,636.19</td>
<td>60,476.48</td>
<td>2,689.30</td>
<td>7,726.00</td>
<td>3,335.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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All values are volumes (in mm³) unless otherwise stated. Online supplementary Table S1 provides the individual-level morphological dataset including additional samples, additional brain areas (hemispheres, corpus callosum, claustrum, thalamus, lateral geniculate nuclei, and brainstem), lateralized measurements, specimen and individual details, and the list of specimens included in the means. Note that the medulla was frequently incompletely in PBB specimens (see online suppl. Table S1). PBB, Primate Brain Bank, Netherlands Institute of Neuroscience; GWU, donation of C.C. Sherwood, George Washington University, USA.
brain components of the brain (whole brain, telencephalon, cerebellum, and neocortex) had high inter-observer reliabilities (1–6% variance). Smaller structures showed a decreased but still satisfactory inter-observer variance (6–18% variance).

During selection of the areas of interest, we were able to identify several difficult “grey” border areas, i.e., borders or contact areas between structures for which observers showed consistent differences or landmarks were difficult to identify. These grey areas included: (1) the border between the diencephalon and the hemispheres, (2) the border between the mesencephalon and the diencephalon, and (3) the border of the pons, the medulla oblongata, and the mesencephalon.

**Results**

Table 1 summarizes the mean brain volume measures for 10 brain regions for 53 individuals belonging to 39 species. Means exclude specimens which were evaluated as significantly damaged or with specific measures that should be regarded with caution (see online electronic suppl. material Table S1 for details). A more detailed dataset, comprising individual level measurements of 16 brain regions (with bilateral measurements for 6 of these regions; the regions not in Table 1 are the hemispheres, the corpus callosum, the claustrum, the thalamus, the LGN, and the brainstem) from the same sample, as well as an additional 8 samples, is given in the online electronic supplementary material, together with associated source information and comments. These data, as well as the scans themselves, are available via www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000488136. Additional resources will be posted to http://primate.research.mcgill.ca.

**Preservation Effects**

To test any effect of shrinkage in the sample due to storage in sucrose, we examined the brain mass prior to storage, where this measure was available in the PBB archives (33 specimens of the PBB sample). Brain mass measures were reported after extraction of the brain and fixation prior to beginning the storage protocol. Note that brains originated from a variety of sources, had variable post-mortem delays, and may have been fixed by perfusion or immersion, potentially increasing variance between measures. Brain volume can be converted to brain mass by multiplying brain volume by a factor of 1.036 g/cm³ (the density of brain tissue) [Stephan et al., 1981; Rehkamper et al., 1991]. Here, we used this factor to transform brain mass to brain volume prior to storage and compared this with the total brain volume measured from MRI. The volume measured from MRI was significantly smaller than the brain volume prior to storage (mean percent decrease = 9.1%, range = –1.0 to 44.9%; Wilcoxon signed-rank test: N = 33, W = 269.5, p < 0.0001).

The *Cercopithecus mitis alboregularis* sample (PB0310) is unusual, with a significant post-mortem delay and a brain volume 44.9% smaller than expected based on its stated brain mass. However, its brain volume was similar to the average endocranial volumes presented by Isler et al. [2008] for *C. mitis* and *C. alboregularis*, while the brain mass is higher than the 75 g reported for the species by Stephan et al. [1981], suggesting that the sample brain mass was overestimated. The volumes measured from MRI were nonetheless still significantly smaller than the brain volumes before storage after excluding PB0310 (mean percent decrease = 8.0%, range = –1.0 to 18.5%; Wilcoxon signed-rank test: N = 32, W = 253, p < 0.0001).

**Compatibility with Data in the Literature**

We compared our Table 1 dataset with volumetric data based on measurements of serial sections, i.e., the Stephan et al. [1981] dataset, supplemented by Zilles and Rehkamper [1988], which provides data for the orangutan *Pongo pygmaeus*. Three species in the Stephan et al. [1981] dataset are only specified by genus [see Reader and Macdonald, 2003, for discussion and compiled data]. The datasets share 12 volumetric measures: overall brain volume, telencephalon, neocortex, striatum, hippocampus, diencephalon, LGN, thalamus, cerebellum, brainstem, mesencephalon, and medulla oblongata. Volumetric measures are complete for all regions, except the LGN and the thalamus, which were not compared. The medulla oblongata in the Stephan et al. [1981] dataset includes the pons [Armstrong, 1985]. So, for comparison, we added our measures of the medulla oblongata and the pons. Brainstem volume is the sum of the mesencephalon, the medulla, and the pons, and thus it was excluded from the analyses.

We selected those species which were present in the serial section and our Table 1 datasets (n = 17). Stephan et al. [1981] corrected brain component volumes in two steps, first by applying a conversion factor to account for brain shrinkage during sample preparation (based on the expected brain volume given the fresh brain mass of the specimen) and second by applying a conversion factor to account for within-species variation (based on the mean species brain mass). Zilles and Rehkamper [1988] applied a similar procedure. Combining these steps, corrected brain component volumes can be calculated as:

\[
\text{Corrected component volume} = \text{measured component volume} \times \left( \frac{\text{mean species brain volume}}{\text{measured total brain volume}} \right)
\]
To compare our datasets, we applied this correction to our brain component measurements (online suppl. Table S2) using the mean species brain masses provided by Stephan et al. [1981] and Zilles and Rehkamper [1988]. We calculated percent errors by comparing to the serial section dataset, and thus positive percent errors indicate larger volumes in the serial section dataset. We did not apply a correction to total brain volume given concerns about the estimates of fresh brain mass (see above), but nonetheless total brain volumes were generally similar to the serial section data (mean percent error = 3.5%, range = –14.1 to 23.7%; serial section data is corrected to species mean brain masses). For the component volumes, telencephalon volumes were similar (mean percent error = –4.5%, range = –10.0 to 7.0%). Cerebellum and diencephalon volumes were also similar, but with considerable variation between datasets for some species (cerebellum: mean percent error = 8.2%, range = –25.2 to 20.8%; diencephalon: mean percent error = 3.1%, range = –32.0 to 15.3%). In contrast, neocortex, striatum, hippocampal, and mesencephalon volumes were generally smaller in our dataset, and often considerably so (neocortex: mean percent error = 18.1%, range = –4.4 to 46.7%; striatum: mean percent error = 22.1%, range = 7.0–36.6%; hippocampus: mean percent error = 31.5%, range = 13.1–59.6%; mesencephalon: mean percent error = 23.5%, range = –12.8 to 50.4%). The combined medulla oblongata and pons was generally larger in our dataset than expected given the serial section datasets (mean percent error = –13.3%, range = –55.2 to 36.2%). Wilcoxon signed-rank tests indicated statistically significant differences between the datasets for all of these brain components apart from the diencephalon (n = 17; telencephalon: \( W = 60.5, p = 0.003 \); cerebellum: \( W = 54.5, p = 0.008 \); diencephalon: \( W = 39.5, p = 0.06 \); neocortex: \( W = 73.5, p < 0.0001 \); striatum: \( W = 76.5, p < 0.0001 \); hippocampus: \( W = 76.5, p < 0.0001 \); mesencephalon: \( W = 75.5, p < 0.0001 \); combined medulla and pons: \( W = 54.5, p = 0.008 \)).

**Discussion**

Over the last three decades, relatively little new neurovolumetric data on primates has been gathered with broad species sampling, leaving comparative researchers heavily reliant on the primate brain dataset collected by Stephan and colleagues [1981]. Advances in MRI techniques potentially facilitate the study of primate brain anatomy and evolution, but thus far scans have mostly been used to study differences in anatomy and functionality in a small number of species. Moreover, until recently, restricted access to primate specimens or collections hindered the use of MRI techniques to obtain digital files adequate to take volumetric values of specific brain regions. Here, we were able to obtain measurements of 16 brain regions from 53 brains of 39 primate species. Our sample includes brain region measurements not recorded by Stephan et al. [1981], as well as specimens from 20 species without published brain component volumes [see compilation in Reader and MacDonald, 2003]. Measures of lateralized structures are also listed, potentially aiding future studies of primate brain asymmetry.

The work involved is labour intensive and, in spite of our efforts to increase the sample per species, 29 species are still represented by only one individual. This is a clear limitation of our dataset. For a few brains, volumes of some regions of interest could not be obtained, either because the resolution and/or contrast was insufficient to ascertain the border of the brain region, or because the structure had suffered substantial damage. Most brains have some degree of damage, attributed either to mechanical extraction prior to preservation or to preservation effects. The most commonly damaged structure was the medulla oblongata, which was incomplete or deformed in 23 specimens. Granulated surface, softness, air bubbles in the ventricles, and fragmentation of the hemispheres and cerebellum were also common problems. Small brains typically showed greater degrees of damage than larger brains. Collectively, this damage suggests that improvements are required in brain extraction and preservation methods. Specimen damage may be a recurrent issue in primate brain collections.

The relationship between brain mass and brain volume in those specimens where both measures are available suggests on the other hand that only a slight volumetric shrinkage has occurred during storage in the PBB sample. However, we, like Stephan et al. [1981], assume that shrinkage affects all brain areas equally, which may not be the case [Kretschmann et al., 1982]. When measures from our MRI sample were compared to the Stephan et al. [1981] and Zilles and Rehkamper [1988] datasets, which are based on serial section measurements, we observe comparable measurements for the total brain volume, the telencephalon, the cerebellum, and the diencephalon, whereas the neocortex, the striatum, the hippocampus, and the mesencephalon were typically smaller in our dataset, and the combined medulla oblongata and pons generally bigger. Moreover, we observed considerable variation across the dataset, with some species volumes being very different between the two datasets. This
is an obvious concern and emphasizes the need to investigate within-species variation in brain volume and, ideally, to compare different measurement techniques on the same brains directly. Moreover, note that our sample comes from captive specimens, while much of the Stephan et al. dataset comes from wild specimens [Reader and MacDonald, 2003]. Captive rearing and rearing conditions may affect both total and brain component volumes [Röhrs, 1985; Sallet et al., 2011; Kotrschal et al., 2012]. Nonetheless, the potential to combine this data with that of Stephan et al. and other serial section data, as well as with growing MRI datasets [e.g., MacLeod et al., 2003; Reader and MacDonald, 2003; Bush and Allman, 2004; Sherwood et al., 2005; Smaers et al., 2010], while taking dataset differences into account, affords an opportunity to construct a far richer, representative, and more reliable primate brain database.

We hope that this new data will prove of value to future studies of primate neuroanatomy, and make it available both as summary tables and as a complete electronic database amenable to further analysis. The MRI scans themselves are also made available so other researchers might use them to obtain additional variables of interest, for instance, in studies of gyrencephaly and the distribution of grey and white matter, which are attracting recent interest [Sherwood et al., 2006; Hopkins et al., 2008; Hopkins and Nir, 2010].
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